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Control how long each offer last. Set the sequence of your offers Use it as a short link manager Use it as

a redirect manager Use it as a link cloaker Allows your visitors to pause/repeat or skip offers Full page

transitional offers before they download Monitor how many times your offers were viewed Monitor how

many times your download links were clicked. Manage your links efficiently Have unlimited offers per

campaign = unlimited offers in just one single link Interstitial implies "in between" which is also called

transitional, represents a process of putting whole messages between the current and destination page.

Since the internet is such an active place, people have found methods to deal with over-stimulation. One

way of getting by is called receptive input filtering. This means that our wits will learn to filter the immense

bulk of the contents coming at them. We the viewers, rapidly learn at some level to tell apart banner

advertisements or anything that appears similar to a banner ad. We separate out most of the irrelevant

interference but we also filter out a lot of the valuable messages. Interstitial ads, like TV advertisements

make viewers a captive of the message. ..And How About The Interstitial Links Manager Being A Short

URL Manager? Are you tired of promoting site after site as an affiliate, but in the end, you always feel like

you have been cheated? Do you wish that there was a way that you could take your current links and

transform them into more professional-looking links, attract more visitors, and explode your commission

payouts with less hassle and work on your end to track and keep up with everything? Or have you ever

said to yourself, There has to be a better way? Well, what if I told you that Interstitial Links Manager is

also a low-cost yet POWERFUL and reliable tool that: * Allows you to manage all of your affiliate links

across all of your domains from one easy to manage control panel! * Allows you to name your links

anything you desire - But here's the catch: The files and folders are never created, but the links still work

to protect you from hijackers If any of these meets your needs, then I want you to know that I have a treat

for you, because in a minute, youre going to learn about a sure-proofed affiliate and link tracking software

that can solve all of your problems, make your life as an affiliate 100 easier, and put you on the road to
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prosperity all at the same time. Here's How Interstitial Links Manager Work! The Interstitial Links Manager

is a simple to operate, no fluff script that runs on a php server that gives you a set of options, you fill in the

details, press a button, and your interstitial offer links are ready Do not underestimate the simplicity of the

image above and dont be fooled by similar or other products on the market that claim to provide you with

similar results, because theres simply no other product available today that can match or out perform the

results youll receive once you say yes to the Interstitial Links Manager. The Interstitial Links Manager Is

Like A Bunch Of Different Scripts Providing You An Outstanding List Of Features! Total control over each

one and single links. One simple panel to access all of your auctions. Intuitively easy to understand

secured admin panel View statistics of how many times a link was clicked View most viewed interstitial

offers Quick and easy interstitial ads management Leverage on single download links Sell advertisement

spots for full page views Absolutely NO MYSQL required! PLR Includes .html, .PSD, Word Source Files
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